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CHAPTER 1

WA TER SYSTEM DESCRIPTION ELEMENT

690-86-140(1)(a)
Description of water sources, rights facilities, and exchange or intergovernmental
agreements. .

The City currently has two operating sources of supply water, Well #4 and Well #9. The City
has also drill~d and tested a pilot well and had filed a condemnation order to acquire access to
the land for the well site. This is the proposed third well. A fourth well was al~o identified in
the Water Master Plan (1998) and is in the planning stage. The two operating wells are
physically separated by approximately one-half mile. The third well is scheduled to be located
farther away from either of the current wells. In the event of the loss of one well, either of the
other two would be capable of meeting an emergency demand for the city. The third well will
also be equipped with it's own treatment unit, thus providing a degree of independence and
redundancy with regard to operation and supply. The new Bolton Hill Reservoir (set for
completion in November 2003) will provide additional days of storage and service so that in an
emergency the City would have time to secure a temporary supply.

The City has developed a short term emergency plan and a long term plan. The plan
develops the ideas presented in the Water Master Plan (1998). It includes a Water
Curtailment Program that limits lawn watering and car washing along with other curtailment
measures when water is in short supply. An Emergency Water Supply progrl;lm is also
developed to account for severe shortages. . . .

Short Term Emergency Plan:

There is no. direct interconnection with a nearby agency that is practical or PQssible ~ecause

Veneta is isolated by many miles from any municipal or oth~r community system. Thus, an
emergency response plan necessitates the use of a bulk water transport system. The goal of
the Emergency response plan is to provide a minimum of 20 gallons per day per person to the
City's system. At the City's current population, about 64,000 gallons per day would be
required for emergency supplies. By the end of th~ planning Period 100,000 gallons per day
will be required. .

In order to provide 100,000 gallons per day, a fleet of 8 trucks would run 5 trips each per day
over a 10-hour shift, for a total of 40 truck trips at a 2-hr round trip pace.

A local Bulk water supplier, Emerald Valley Water Supply (EVWS), is capable of supplying
Veneta with 100,000 gallons per day in four tanker trucks; three 3,500-gallon and one 5,000
gallon tankers. EVWS's has a reliable source of supply in EWEB. EVWS can be contacted at:

Office: 747-5068
Bob Durbin: (541) 912-2582 (Cell)
Mark Durbin: (541) 913-2010-Cell ; (541) 726-1160-Home

Weber Elliott Engineers, P.C. ~g\'")\\ CJ'. \IEt
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Extended Backup Plan
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If an emergency supply is required for an extended period of time or if more than 100,000
gallons per day are required it would be possible to use water from Fern Ridge Reservoir.
Fern Ridge reservoir is relatively close and arrangements can be made for a quantity of raw
water from the reservoir to be treated by a mobile unit.

A mobile unit under consideration is the Zenon·Mobile Unit. ZENON makes a mobile unit that
could be set up and operational in a reasonably short amount of time (3 days). The treatment
unit would be capable of supplying potable water for an extended period. The Zenon unit
would need to have a capacity of 167 gallons per minute in order to provide 100,000 gallons in
a ten hour shift.

Contact information for ZENON:
ZENON WEST
5051 Commercial Circle, Suite B
Concord, California
94520 USA
Tel: 925-246-8190
Fax: 925-246-8199

Water Curtailment Program

The City's water curtailment program would have the following elements.

1. Institute water curtailment program.
2. Radio, newspapers, Fliers.
3. Decrease landscape watering, vehicle cleaning and non-necessary uses.
4. Odd-even watering restrictions
5. Reduce service pressure

The Water Curtailment Program is discussed in detail in Chapter 3.

Emergency Water SupPly Plan

1. Notify citizens of water shortage. Inform of where to pickup emergency water rations -
City Hall . . ..

2. Contact Emerald Valley Water Supply:
Office: 747-5068
Bob Durbin: (541) 912-2582 (Cell)
Mark Durbin: (541) 913-2010-Cell ; (541) 726':1160-Home

\\\"J&! Weber Elliott Engineers, P. C.
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690-86-140(1)(b)
Description of System Capacity, Limitations, and Opportunities for Expansion under
existing water rights.

Of the City's nine wells, only Well #4 and Well #9 are .operational. The other wells have lacked
productivity and/or experienced water quality problems. The remaining seven wells have been
abandoned or are scheduled for abandonment.

The water right of Well #4 actually exceeds the capacity of the well by more than 100 gallons
per minute. And the capacity of Well #9 exceeds the water right by ~pproximately 100 gallons
per minute.

Well #4 was rehabilitated in 1995. The rehabilitation increased the well yield from about 180
gallons per minute to over 220 gallons per minute but soon (less than a year) the capacity
began to drop off. It currently provides 180 to 190 gallons per minute. It is estimated that a
repeat rehabilitation of well #4 would yield about the same results. The City does not expect a
rehabilitated well #4 to yield enough to satisfy long term demand. Table 1.1 provides the
permit number for wells #4 and #9, the pump test results and their actual production capacity.

Table 1.1 Active Wells

fr~====~~]r~·=:===:=:~~===:=ir~=:~..:YY~~1!!~~!,~:~::.·:::::=-·lr~,:~:=~~~~~i~~!~~rA~~~i:,~~~~~.i~~::~
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*cfs =cubic feet per second, gpd =gallons per day, gpm =gallons p~r minute

Table 1.2 shows the current status of the remaining wells in the City of Veneta.

Weber Elliott Engineers, p.e. \,WB
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Table 1.3 compares current capacity to projected demand based on the existing and projected
population of the City. Historical records show that maximum day demand is approximately
330 gallons per capita per day. As Table 1.3 shows, the City currently does not have the
capacity to keep up with the maximum day demand. During hot weather, the City struggles to
maintain adequate storage in the main reservoir. In July 2003 the City's elevated storage
capacity was depleted by 65-70%.

To meet current demand, the City needs to transfer 100 gpm of Well #4 water right (permit # G

6355), to Well #9 (permit # G 11551). Pump tests have confirmed that Well #9 is capable of

producing 100 gallons per minute more than the water right allows and it is currently plumbed

for the additional capacity (600 gallons per minute).

Even with the proposed water right transfer, future water demand will exceed the City's current

production capability. The recent sanitary sewer system expansion has allowed for the lifting

of a building moratorium and resulted in a rapid rate of growth (See Table 1.4 for housing

starts).

Table 1.4: Housing Starts

To meet the future water demand, the City concludes that a new well or wells must be

developed and the associated water rights must be acquired or transferred.

~rF.7C] . PC\ \\\'10' Weber Elliott Engmeers, . ;
')')EJ
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690-86-140(1 )(c)
Description of current average annual water Use, peak seasonal demand, average and
peak day demands, and quantities of water used from each source.

The information presented in the following tables is the basis for understanding the demand on
water supply. It shows peak and seasonal demands. It can assist planners in evaluating
various conservation measures for potential benefit, cost and feasibility. For Veneta, it is
particularly relevant to evaluate the cost of developing future wells against implementing
conservation measures that may mitigate the need for new supplies. The following tables
describe characteristics of the system in accordance to the requirements of the rule.

677

Peak Day
Demand

m
1.6

Seasonal
Peaking
Factor

267

Avg Day
Demand

m
429

Table 1.5 Current Avera e Water Usage

Peak
Seasonal
Demand

m

Table 1.6 Water Usage per Source and Season

Year

2001-2002
2000-2001
1999-2000
1998-1999
1997-1998

t . f b ST bl 17 W t U Cha e . a er se arac erlza Ion )y eason.

Winter Spring Summer Fall

%of %of %of %of
Use total Uliie total use total lise total use

Irrigation Meters, 0.20% 0.40% 4.10% 0.40%
City Irrigation, City Hall 0.60% 0.40% 10.30% 3.50%
Residential/Multi Res Combined 84.10% 78.10% 72.50% 78.10%
Com/Multi Comm Combined 13.50% 16.70% 12.20% 16.70%

Weber Elliott Engineers, P. C.
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l'-=-o=th=er 1 1.60%1 4.40% I 0.90% ! 1.30% I

690-86-140(1 )(d)
Description of customers served including the estimated numbers and general water
use characteristics of residences, commercial and industrial facilities, and other uses.

Section 4, Planning Criteria, of the 1998 Water Master Plan and the City's water use records
describe water use in Veneta as primarily residential with some commercial use. The
Commercial category includes industrial use. The data show that industrial use is not
significant in Veneta. The following table distinguishes water use by Veneta's billing
categories.

Table 1.8: Yearly Average by Category of Use

Sections 4.1, Study Area, and Section 4.4, Population and Service Connections, of the 1998
Water Master Plan describe the customer base aha provides numbers of meters serving
dwellings. Table 1.9 shows the population projections of the 1998 WMP.

Table 1.9: Projected Water Service Population'''' . . "." -'.' . .

I Year ···11 . Anticipated II \ Project~d I
I 1997 qll 5% II 2,902 I
I 2000 ·11 3% ···11 . 3,171 ·ql

I 2010 II 3% .11 4,261 I
I 2020 II 3% II 5,727 I
I 2021 to 2050 II 2% II 10,374 I
By far, the bulk of water use in Veneta is residential. Likewise, the best conservation
opportunities are in the residential sector. Table 1.10 lists the estimated distribution values for
the type of indoor use in a residential household. The values are listed are generally accepted
standards based on studies performed in many locations, they will be will be used for
evaluating various conservation measures, especially retrofitting. The indoor usage patterns
typically do not vary by season.

\\\\Vfi Weber Elliott Engineers. P. C.
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Table 1.10: Typical Indoor Household Water-Use Distribution
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690-86-140(1 )(e)
Identify interconnections with other municipal supply systems.

Veneta's water system is physically isolated and is not adjacent to any municipal water
systems. Thus, Veneta has no interconnections with any other municipal supply systems.

690-86-140(1 )(f)
(Provide) Schematic of the water system and service area.

See Appendix A for water system schematic, water sources, and service area.
(WMP 3-3, 3-8, 4-3.)

~TT~Cl

Weber Elliott Engineers, P. C. \ \\ \Vo '
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CHAPTER 2

WA TER SYSTEM DESCRIPTION ELEMENT

Prior to the 1998 Water Master Plan. the City did not have an approved Water Management &
Conservation Plan. With the 1998 Water Master Plan submitted to the WRD, several water
conservation measures that the City implements were described. In the 2001 Modified Water
Master Plan, the City's approach to water conservation practices were described. The City
was also required to further evaluate specific water conservation measures as required by
OAR 690-86 Rules. The following is an update of the City's activity with regard to
conservation. Chapter 2 provides evaluations for use by City planners in managing Veneta's
water resources.

The 690-86 rules require communities to evaluate the following water conservation method:.

1. Low-water-use landscaping
2. Incentive prog~ams that encourage conservatign .
3. Retrofitting or replacement of existing inefficient water using fixtures
4. Evaluate the adoption of rate structures that support and encourage water

conservation· . .
5. Reuse Opportunities
6: Other conservation measures identified by the supplier

To evaluate the water saving potential of the water conservation. measures considered in this
document, the City's water consumption patterns are assumed to be similar to patterns
displayed by Eugene, Oregon. Other.numbers used in this chapter are based on studies done
involving various North American cities. The studies. pr()duceq number~ that c;;an be used for
characterizing indoor vs. outdoor use, and classifying typical indoor water uSes. Indoor vs.
Outdoor is found to vary a great deal 'from season to season. Indoor use does not vary much
by time of year.

. . .

Capital improvement costs have not figured into this cost saving analysis for individual
conservation measures because no one measure alone will impact the City's need to fully
develop Well #10. However, it may be that in combination with a number of other measures, a
reduction in the demand growth will occur that impacts the development plans of Well #11 ..

. . . . .

It is possible that the need to develop future supplies can be mitigated, delayed or even
eliminated by adoption ofthese measures. It is up to the future Council to determine whether
adoption of these measures or a combination of these measures is appropriate for the
community. In this chapter, relevant information and an evaluation of the measures is
provided on which City planners can base their decisions.

690-86-140(2)(b)
Description of water supplier's water use measuremEtntand reporting program and a
statement that the program complies with the measurement standards in OAR 690,
Division 85.

Weber Elliott Engin.eers, P.C. v0JF~J\ \\\ f"J7V -..',,-",
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Veneta came into compliance with the water use reporting standards in 1998. The
measurement system employs flow meters that are approved under Division 85 at Well #4
and Well #9.

690-86-140(2)(c)
Description of other conservation measures, if any, currently implemented by the water
supplier.

Currently, the City audits water production on a monthly and annual basis, performs meter
testing and maintenance, and conducts a leak detection program based on water accounting
and system repair. .

The water production reports contain information on total water production at the water
treatment plant Metered water service measurements are submitted monthly to 'the city
engineer for review.

Along with the audits, a regularly scheduled meter testing and maintenance program has
been in place since 1993. Hundreds ofmeters in Veneta have been replaced. Additionally,
all leaking services replaced since 1993 have been made with more reliable (copper)
materials. Regular meter reading and inspection is the city's most viable option for keeping
leakage in check. The City has managed to significantly reduce overall leakage (typically
below 10%). This decrease is attributed to diligent system repair by city staff.

The city also maintains a modest public education program that includes water conservation
messages, educational pamphlets and fliers, and periodical news paper articles.

.;

EVALUATION OF WHETHER IMPLEMENTATION OF CONSERVATION MEASURES ARE
FEASIBLE ANO APPROPRIATE FOR ENSURING THE EFFICIENT USE OF WATER AND
THE PREVENTION OF WASTE

690-86-140(2)(d) (A) Evaluation of system-wide leak repair program or line replacement
to reduce system leakage to 15 percent, and if a reduction of 15% is found to be
reasonable and appropriate, to reduce system leakage to 10%.

As reported in the 1998 Water Master Plan, Veneta's leakage, or unaccounted for water is
between 6-8% of the water produced.. Veneta has in recent years met the state goal of less
than 10% unaccounted for water. This indicates that the City has effectively implemented their
leak detection and repair program, The City continues to operate this program.

690-86-140(2)(d) (B) Evaluate programs to encourage low-water-use landscaping.

Low-water-use landscaping installations can result in water savings of up to 20%. Savings
depend on the type of plant installed and the type of landscaping that was replaced and the
irrigation patterns of the existing landscape. Commercial, municipal, and residential landscape
irrigation in Veneta is generally confined to summer months, June through September.

CITY PROPERTY IRRIGATION

City property is irrigated in the summer months (June-Sep) at a rate of approximately 650,000
1.2 million gallons per month, representing 4-6% of the total average monthly demand for that

""'f07Q... .., \\\/0
\))E/
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seasonal period. As would be expected, in other months,. the irrigation demand is significantly
less and makes up a smaller percentage of the overall demand (0.4-0.9%).

Opportunities for landscape changes that would impact irrigation really exist at only two
locations. What is called the "Intersection" is the primary entry to the City of Veneta, at the
intersection of Hwy 126 and Territorial Hwy. The usage in the prime summer months peaks at
between 460,000-485,000 gallons per month (August), if irrigated regularly. Low-water-use
landscaping installation in this area could expect to yield a savings of 92,000-97,000 gallons
per month for the dryest months.

Typically, what occurs is that when supply gets low, the City implements a curtailment
measure and irrigation at those sites is halted, This is distinguished from a "conservation
measure". This curtailment measure lowers water usage at the "Intersection" to between
20,000 and 350,000 gallons per month depending on the severity of the shortage. For
example, July, '03 usage was 107,000 gallons, which represents a 78% reduction in usage
from the normal irrigation schedule. . . ,

At City Hall uSage peaks at about 110,000 gallons per month in the summer m<;>nths of June,
July and August. This presents an opportunity, with xeriscaping, to save 0.5-0.7%, of the
overall summer demand. "

The cost savings to the City in water costs would be in the range of $2,500-$3,000 per year.
To install xeriscaping would require re-I~ndscaping the areas being considered. The total area
is approximately 2-3 acres of irrigable land. The cost~ for such landscaping would be in the
range of $15,000 to $20,000 for a modest landscape plan, This'Would include eliminating the
existing landscaping. The price WOliid increa'seWith speCial additions, such as larger, more
matu~e plants and decorative ground covering. This measurewouki require a change in the
landscape planning code~ adopted by th~ city. " '.

." ..':-. "

Other irrigated areas arEl primarily parks that have grass playing fields and recreation C)reas.
These areas do not present low-water-use landscaping opportunities.

COMMERCIAL IRRIGATION

The City maintains four metere<;J commercial irrigation accounts; for West Lane Shopping
Center, Bi-Mart, L/:ine Fire Station, imd Oregon Do'me. During the summer months demand
from these accounts makes up 2.1-4.4% of the City's total usage. The usage reported from
those accounts in the prime summer months (Jun-Sep) peaks at between 480,000-780,000
gallons per month, which is an averc:lge pumping rate of 11-18 gallons per minute. Other
months water usage is insignificant (0.3%).

A xeriscaping requirement for existing commerc:ial and industrial properties might be expected
to reduce the total water usage during summermonths by 1-3%. City records show that in
other times of the year, the water savfng would be minimal. Any cost savings to the City most
likely would be offset by the lost revenue. The City charges more than their production cost for
the water.

. . .- . .

The existing commercial establishments haye !angscaping that is conl?idered plE:~asing and
was selected for aesthEltic qualities.. The Gity C<;>uncil.would ne~d to determine whether

Weber Elliott Engineers, P. C. '0;:Y:Jfi!
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adoption of this type of measure is feasible and appropriate from a political and practical point
of view.

Because growlh (building construct.ion) in Veneta is almost entirely residential, ali ordinance
imposing a low-water-use landscaping requirement for new commercial building would not
significantly impact overall future water demand.

RESIDENTIAL IRRIGATION

To evaluate the water saving potential of low-water use landscaping to save water,
assumptions must be made about the water use patterns of Veneta's residents. Table 2.1
describes the water use distribution patterns; the usage distribution by percentage of indoor
vs. outdoor use in two northwest cities with comparable climates to Veneta. The table shows
outdoor use is about 40% indoor about 60%. This estimate is likely representative of use in
Veneta where winter use is about half of summer use (depending on months compared). It is
assumed that winter use is mostly indoor and the increase in summer use is mostly due to
increased outdoor use in the summer months; irrigation, lawn watering, and swimming pool.
This approximation is used as the basis of some of this sf3ctions assumptions about summer
time usage. The increase in summer time usage in Veneta can be attributed almost entirely to
outdoor usage; ,

The majority of water usage in Veneta is c1assif!ed asre"sidential, 75-85%depending on the
season. This amounts to approximately 16,5 million gallons per month (370 gallons per
minute) of residential usage in the peak month. As expected, water demand peaks in the
summer months. the peaking ,factor for the average seasonal demand is about 2. The peak
for residential demand is about 2.2 from average winter demand tosllmmer demand. From
Table 2.1, it is assumed that about 40% of the 16,500. k-gallons is f6rputdoor use, primarily
for landscape irrigation. Peak month landscaping vvater use is estimated to be about 6600 k
gallons (150 gallons per minute). This represents a significant percentage of the overall peak
month demand. Research S~OVIIs that on average in 80-90% of outdoor residential water
usage is for lawn watering. In Veneta, it is estimated that"120-135 gallons per minute of the
summer production goes to lawn watering.

Residential irrigation is assumed insignificant in the off-summer months (Oct - May). Table
1.5 shows that in the off-summer seasons water production averages in the low 200 gallons
per minute range. Only in the summer months does the total system demand increase .
significantly.

,. . . . .

Table 2.1: Annual indoor and outdoor water use percentages for two northwest cities.

Several conservation measures can be applied with effectiveness toward lawn watering.
Low water use schemes imposed on residents could soften the. peak demand of the summer
months. The potential fOr water savings is significant; research showsthat 20-50% water"
savings can be achieved by residencesthat conveftto low-water usa landscaping. rhiswould
impact Veneta in the summer season. Depending of course, on the severity of the restrictions

"7\"r:::.Wfjl Weber Elliott Engineers, P.C.
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imposed, it is reasonable over time, to expect that between 0-20% reduction in summer water
use could be achieved in the next planning period if low-water use landscaping became
common. This would amount to a summer wateruse saving 0-135 gallons per minute by
2010.

Educational programs that make residents aware of the benefits of low-water use landscaping
can be readily incorporated into the City Web page, news paper articles, and in the building
plan review process. It has been shown in a previous section that these costs are minimal.

Incentive programs for residential landscape irrigation measures are discussed and evaluated
in Section 2.2.3

The City has in the past strongly expressed that it is important for the residents of Veneta to
able to maintain the character of the residential neighborhoods, and to not hinder and limit the
residential developments in a way that ,would lower the perceived quality of life for the
residents of the town. Thus, the City does not intend to legislate the type of landscaping
allowed in the residential neighborhoods..However, through less severe measures that
encourage conservation,such as public education arid incentive measures, the city residents
may increasingly choose alternative landscClpes, which woulq reduce demand for water during
the peak summer months. '. . .. .

690-86-140(2)(d) (e)
Evaluate Incentive Programs That i:ncourageConservation.

. .

An incentive measure is designed to motivate water users to implement various conse.rvation, ,- .' . . ' .

measures. Incentive measures can be educational, regulatory, and financial.

EDUCATIONAL INCENTIVES
'!.,'-'

. .
.' '. .~ ," .

The concept of an educational inpentive is to. provide instruction about the benefits of water
conservation and motivate customers to implement conservation measures. Education .
measures appropriate to the community are described in Section 2.2.12. Fliers, pamphlets,
and an internet web page are discussed. These types of programs costs are modest. For
example, the costs for the web page described in2.2.12 is estimated to be about $250 to $500
initially, and a yearly or bi-yearly cost to update of about $100 to $150. The savings'
attributable to education incentives are difficult to quantify in terms of gallons saved, but it is
assumed that the efforts have a positive overall effect on conservation efforts,and are critical
to the success of any conservation program.

Another education incentive available is the use of Television and Radio spot announcements
regarding water conservation. In a way, Veneta already has a program because they are in
the same media market as nearby Eugene. The Eugene Water and Electric Board (EWES)
has actively run conservation program adveriisements in both Radio and TV for the last 5
years. During the last two years EWES has worked closelY with the media to secure public
service announcements.' For water curtailment periods EWEBis poised to spend as much as
$5,000 per month on spot advertisements. We reviewed the possibility of Veneta working
cooperatively with EWES on future announcements.

REGULATORY INCENTIVES

Weber Elliott Engineers, P. c. \\"'-:78
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Regulatory incentives motivate by providing negative consequences for not adhering to rules,
regulations or City ordinances. Usually, these penalties are in the form of fines. For example,
the City of Veneta has an ordinance prohibiting wasteful watering, which is usually enforced by
the public works department. Typically, for first time offenders, a warning is issued to
residents when water runs off the property while watering. Fines may be imposed for repeat
violations, at the discretion of the City.

It is difficult to quantify the costs and benefits of regulatory measures. Costs depend on the
level of enforcement and the number of personnel involved. But, excessive and inefficient
landscape watering is a common problem for many communities and can significantly increase
the peak season water demand. Enforcing this type of ordinance would yield some level of

.water savings.

A common regulatory ordinance limits summer lawn watering to early morning or evening. For
example, no watering is allowed between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. or 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. This is to
decrease water lost to evaporation and is considered. efficient watering practice; Some
communities find this regulation to be helpful. .The water savings for this type of ordinance are
noteasily estimated. The costs of enforcement depend on the number and types of personnel
dedicated to enforcing the regulation. The City has some experience enforcing these types of
measures, which were imposed during curtailment actions.

Along with water wasting ordnances, some municipalities impose an even/odd landscape
irrigation ordinance. Under this type of regulation, landscape irrigation days are assigned
every other day depending on the address number. Recent literature review indicates that
even/odd schemes do not decrease overall water use and may actually increase it in some
cases. It is not recommended. .. . .

There is potential for saving some water with regulatory incentives; research shows that up to
20-30% of total summer water use can be saved by applying conservation measures to lawn
watering. The results depend on the severity of the restrictions imposed and the level of
enforcement action. For Veneta savings could be as much as 150 gallons per minute on a
summer day.

The potential for water savings with increased management of landscape irrigation is
significant. Research shows that 20-50% wat~rsa"ings (60-150 gallons per minute) can be
achieved by households that implement conservatiol) measures such as low water < use
landscaping or by practicing efficient and conservationqriented landscape irrigation.

FINANCIAL INCENTIVES

Financial incentives provide positive and negative motivations to customers to conserve.
Positive methods include, rebates and/or bill credits, for customers that install new water
saving devices, replace or retrofit old inefficient fixtures, or install water saving landscaping.
Theserneasures can save the customer money, at least in the long run. Negative
inducements,such as higher rates for excessive use, provide motivation to use water more
efficiently. . .

\\\\\.7,f;iJ Weber Elliott Engineers, p.e.
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Rebate programs for domestic plumbing fixture retrofits are most commonly associated with
the following fixtures:

• High-volume or leaking toilets,
• Low-flow showerheads
• Clothes washers
• Low-flow faucets.
• Dishwashers

These programs can be implemented for residential and Gommerci~1 custom~rs. Veneta's
primary opportunity to realize water savings would be in the residential sector.

Toilets
Toilet flushing is the largest indoor use, typically at about 27%. A high volume or inefficient
toilet is one that uses· more than 1.6 gallons per flush. A rebate program that includes
replacement of high-volume with low volume toilets is evaluated below.

City records indicate that 80% of toted US;:lg~ is residential. There are ~p04t 1200 resiqential
connections in Veneta. The city's bas~ u~~(typical.ind90r use i3n<;l in9idEmt~1 outdoorLJse) is
about 150 gallons per day per connection. Atypical residential toilet will use an estimated 35
40 gallons per day. This is consistent with r~!3earch showing that a typic~1 domesticuse.is
about. 18-209allons per person perd~y. Research. show,sJh,~t.19V1{-V9,urne t9i1~ts c~1l n~duce
toilet consumption by abo.ut 50% when older units .i3rereplac8.c1with mopernlQw flush toilets.
This reduces toil~t consumption down:to about 2bgallQIlSp'er d~y. "'It IS difficult to predict the
level of participation in a program of this nature, it d~pepdson 'tariaple£i 5LJchasthe .' .
percentage of high-volume units currently in'use, the'value of the rebates, and marketing etc.
A 25 % participation rate could be considered a successful program, which in Veneta would
mean replacing about 600 units, (aboyt .~units/residence)at a 2o~t of $50 per unit
(approximately 50-70% of cost to customer).. Total GPst to the City 'would beapout $30,000.
The estimated water savings of thi13 JT.Iea\Sure \rioulcl pe apolJt6000 gallons per day: .This
number would be.consistent throl,lQhout th~' year. It represents 1-2%.of total water demand.
An advantage to this program is that the installation of the low flush units would assure
continued water conservation well after the program was discontinued.

The literature estimates that about 14% of household water consumption (about 9:-10 gallons
per day) is attributed to leaks in fixtures.. 'The niain source of that is toilet leaks. Leaks come
from internal parts in the grflvity tank, worn flapper valve, ball cock, valve sC?a!s, refill valves
etcetera. These pe:trtscan generally be rC?pli3c.:ep for;:lfewdoll~rlS each. To replac.:ea flapper
valve, ball cockas~embly, overflpw pipe aRC! refill tL!be, I;In9 h';lrlclie rod WoLJlc:U;:osftrom$18 to
$53, depending on.thelTJ~ke of1h~toiJet. T() eVli:l'uat~ thjf>,rn~~~lJr~w~ ~SSlJmeq t~l:It 5 g~IIQns
per day,could be sav~d fQ't eli:lch,<;9nnection.Fbr 12pOcpnn~cti9n~,pOOO 9allonsper d~y
would be saved overall. Thisamountl? to t-2% of total water~emand (4 gallon~ per minute),
The reader should. keep in mind that I;Ifter this prolJram is di~contin~ecJ that n13W repll;lced parts
will age and leaks will return. Th.e:tt is, the water sayings WiU~r9de pver time unle~l:) a
replacement program is reinitiated. . . " .

WeberElliott Engineers, P.C. \\~)\7&!
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The low-volume toilet rebate and parts rebate programs, though similar in description, are
distinctly different. A high-volume toilet is not necessarily a leaking toilet. It may be well
maintained and in good condition but it uses more water than necessary for its function
because that is how it was designed to work. A low-volume toilet (1.6 gallons per flush) is
designed for efficiency (by conventional standards) and may even be new, but the parts may
be cheap or not be in good repair and it may leak.

A high proportion of the commercial establishments in Veneta were built more recently and are
assumed to be in better condition. That, coupled with the low percentage of commercial use,
indicates a toilet rebate program wpuld not expect to yield significant water savings, less than
0.2%.

Low-Flow Shower Heads
Shower use typically accounts for about 17% of domestic water use (See table 1~9). Water
savings associated with low-flow showerhead programs is dependent on several variables:

• Flow rate of existing showerheads,
• Number of minutes per shower and
• .Showers per day.. ' .

The number of minutes per shower and showers per day for Veneta residences, if typical,
would be about 5.3 minutes pe~ shower and 0.7f) lJsesjJer day. Showerheads are
manufactured in 2:5,2:75, 3.0, 4.0 and 8.0 gallons per mlrlute..A device'rated low-flow is
considered t9 use about 2.5 gallons per mi~ut~ at80psi~' .. . ,

To figure the'~mount of watersavings,'assume:half of there~idential.connections.(600)have
1980~1994 shower heads' at an avera'ge rating'of 3.5 gallons per minute.. A typical household
that replaces a3.5 gallons per minute 'unit with a 2.5 gallons permjm.ite unit would reduce
water Ijse in showers 29%. "'rhis WQuid reduce oyerall water use by nearly 5% in participating
households, pr an estimated7~5 gallQns per day.. ..'

With a 50% participation rate in a replacement program and assuming that half ofthe homes
in Veneta have shower heads rated at an average of'3.5gailons'per minute or higher, Veneta
mighf be ableto reduce c0l'lsumptlon by 2250 gallons<per day. In'the summer, thIs measure
could reduce peak demand by about 0.35%. The'ye~rly re~ucti(m In overall use would be
0.6%. . . . ...

Clothes Washers
Clothes washers, disl)washers, and faucets make up 21 %, ,16%, and 1.4%,. respectively, of
typical residentiai Indoor use. Rebate,lllcentive programs are possible for all three categories.

\\'5.Wfl Weber Elliott Engineers, P.C.
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A high-efficiency machine will save about 10 to 20 gallons per load. In Veneta 10 %
participation would be considered successful. A successful prQgram could expect to yield
1000 to 2000 gallons per day in water savings. This would be consistent throughout the year.
The cost to the City at a reimbursement rate of $50 per machine would be estimated at $6000.

Faucets ,
Water savings 'from faucet retrofits can come from faucet replaGement with "low~volume"

faucets (1.5 to 2.5 gallons per minute), retrofit with devices such as aerators and flow
restrictors that reduce flow rates, and leak repairs. Faucet use accounts for nearly 16% of
household residentialus8, or 20 to 25 gallons per day. Although,in houses with older, pre
1980 faucets that use I,Ip to 7.0 gallons per minute, the average use from faucets is much
higher. It is assumed that in Veneta there are relatively few faucets installed or remaining from
before 1980.

Research shows that a ~.5 gallons per minute faucet can save about 7.1 gallons' per
household per day. ,A 25% repla'cement program in Veneta w041d resultin an estimated
savings of 2000 gallons per day. Costs vafy agreat'deal.in this type of program because the
different values associated with the different me'asures. Replacing faucets can be relatively
expensive with costs ranging from $!50 to $100 per home. Washer replacements, however,
are inexpensive. ' " ' ' " '

Leaky faucets are a common source of water waste. Repair tips should be provided in the
education program, along with information about the costs of leaking faucets. For example, a
slow drip can waste 10 gallons per day, a fast drip 30 Qallonsper' day, Which is about 20% of
averc:lge daily indoor use. .' . ,." ,', ' , ,

: . .' . "

Dishwashers ' " ,
Dishwashers constitute about 1.4% of indoqr use. Water savings for a dishwasher rebate
program would yield probably less than1/10 of a percent water ~avings.

. ' . . '". ..' - .... . . , . . '; ,-

Outdoor Use

During a Peak demand period, the average single-unit residential connection consumes about
440 gallons per day. Of this 240 to.,~90gallons per daY goes tqqutside use. ReS1earch shows
that a xeriscape (Iow.:.water USe, nativeplan!l?) rebate program, 'that reiinb4rse~ residents an
amount per square footto replace landscflP~, could COrl~r1buteto awater savings. For a
rebate of $150 maximum at $0.05/square foot for a maximum of 3000 square feet might
reduce summer watering by up to 20Q gallons per day in the summer on converted
landscapes. This wOl,lld reSiult in a reduction of overall water use of about 45% for residences
that participate in this type of program. " ' . . ,".' "

One must'recognize that xeriscape lanCJscaping and parts and washerreplacement programs
, can result in only temporary savings. The new washers do wear out and leaks re-appear.
With xeriscape progral11s when the property i!?sold or if the disposal income of the homeowner
changes the low water use 'landscaping maybe replaced with ottJer plants;' '

Weber Elliott Engineers, p.e. "\\\,,)\98
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690-86-140(2)(d)(D) Evaluate Retrofitting or Replacement of Existing Inefficient Water
Using Fixtures.

See Section 690-86-140(2)(d) (C) for an evaluation of retrofitting/replacement of existing
fixtures. '

690-86-140(2)(d)(E) Evaluate the Adoption of Rate Structures that Support and
Encourage Water Conservation.

, ,

The City adopted its current a water rates in 1,995. Therate has a base rate minimum charge
of $7.00 perresidential connection and $14.00'for commercial connection. The city charges
an additional flat rate of$1.75 per 1,000 gallons. The consumption rate is the same for
commercial and residential users. '"

The following rate comparison is based on monthly charges for specified levels of water
service for several providers in Lane County. As shown in Table 2.2, Veneta's rates are
comparable, but generally higher, than those ofother providersin Lane County. The table
shows theoretical monthly billings for sever~1 providers for conslJmptionof6,bOo and 10,000.

Column 1shows the monthly minimum charge percust~mer. This amount is generally paid as
a base charge for any number of gallons up to a specified amount. The base number of
gallons is shown in Column 2.

Some prc?viders charge the base rat~ (mjnirTuJm charge,column ,1) f~r ~ny amount up to a s~t
usage. They then assess 'a higher price for use over the set usage allocation. This'is called
an increasing block rate. Some providers charge a rate per unit on aUwater used up to the
base amount in addition to the base rate. Veneta charges a base rate (sometimes called an
access charge) in addition to the base amount. This additional cost is shown in Column 3.

Column 4 shows the costs 9harged for the first 6000 gall'ons'ofuse.Sixk-galreflects a home
that experiences indoor use of 80 gallons per person perdaycd and another 50 gallons per
day of outdoor and incidental use. In Veneta, for this level of consumption the bill would be
$17.50. This bill is comparatively high for the area, 60% higher than Eugene, and 69% higher
than Springfield. The $1,.75perk-g~lflat rate, isa signific'antly higher rate than most providers
charge for 'ihigh-volume" usage., seeTablei3'.V~neta's rate structur~,though not an' ,
increasing block rate, is considered c,onserv~tionor:r~n~edpricing byvirl,ue ()f the high flat rate
charged for ailleveisof use'. This, apprdachprovi4esflnancial incentlv~ to the cons,umerto '
conserve with' respect to both indoor and outdoor us~an~l:It all usagel~vels. '

. . . .'. ., ,', ,- "." .;"," -." -. ," .,' . "-','

Column 6 shows, for all providers studied, the bill f~r1b,6bQgallons,l~sed in a month.
Veneta's rates are comparatively high for this usage level, also~ fhe high flat rate reflects
Veneta's overall conservation oriented approach to pricing. This statement is particularly valid
with respect to residential use, whic~accountsfor up to 84% of the water demand in Veneta.

, '.' . '. . .. . . .- ,. . . ~. . ;.

Veneta has a comparatively high rate for th~increrne.~talusagesshowninColumn5 and
Column 7, the price per additional uhlt(100lJ gallons., Column 5) arid the price for an ' '
additional 4,000 gallons over the base amount (Column 7). This second level of service
generally represents households that use more than a typical 80 gallons per person per day
indoor and 50 gallons per day outdoor. At this higher level of use Coburg charges the highest
rate. However, Veneta charges a significantly higher rate ($1.75 per 1000 gallons) than the

"\\\\1/8 WeberElfiottEngineers, P.C.
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rest of the providers studied, 29% higher than Springfield ($1.35 per 1000 gallons), 57%
higher than Eugene (1.11 per 1000 gallons), 61 % higher than Cottage Grove (1.09 per 1000
gallons), and 79% higher than Junction City ($0.98 per 1000 gallons).

Table 2.3 shows the water rates for high levels of water uses. These higher rates, depending
on base consumption, are generally intended for commercial/industrial users. For various
reasons, the prices differ greatly. Some providers charge a higher (increasing) rate for high
volume users, some a flat rate, a!1d some a lower (decreasing) rate. These decisions are
made by the provider for reasons unique to the community. .

tCf W t Rtf P "d "L

kgal - 1000 gallons

T bl 22 Ca e " ompara Ive a er a es or rovi ers In ane ounw"" "
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Added
'. cosUkgal* to

.. Min Charge
Base for: Price/kgal Cost for
Consumption 0 gal ·to for amount 4000

Minimum .' Amount Base 1st 6- over Base Cost gallons from
Provider CharQe I(Qallons) Amount kQal Amount for 10kQal 6k~10k

Coburg $30.00 5,236 $0.00 . $32.00 $2.62 $42.62 $10.48

Veneta $7.00 0 $1.75 $17.50 $1.75 $24.50 $7.00 .

Heceta $12.00 8,000 $1.40 $20.40 $1.40 $26.00 $5.60

Eugene $6.00 8,000 $0.82 $10.93 $1.11 $14.79 $4.44 .

Cottage Grove $10.91 1,000 $1.09 $16.36 $1.09 $20.72 $4.36 :..
SprinQfield $6.00 ·8,228 . .. $0.73 $10.38 $1.35 $14.40 $4.02

' ..

Junction City $8.83 2,992 $0.00 $11.78 $0.98 $15.70 $3.92
* - .

W t UT bl 2 3 Rtf H" h V Ia e " a es or 191 oume a er se. "

Beise .'
Consumption . . ,.

"I(Qallons) Price /kQal ,

Coburg >5236 $2.62 ... Flat
Euqene .' >30,000 $1.89 Increasina
Veneta >6000 $1.75 Flat
Heceta >8000 $1.40 .Flat

CottaQe Grove >1000 $1.09 Flat
Sprinqfield >74,800 $0.62 Decreasing
Junction City >182,512 $0.39 Decreasing

Veneta's rate is among the highest for commercial/industrial users andhas an inherent
conservation incentive built in to the flat rate. Consequently, increasing the flat rate by
moderate amounts is not likely to have a significant impact on commercial use, and being only
15% of the total use, not likely to significantly impact overall demand.

Rate Structure Summary

Weber Elliott Engineers, P.c. W-..'\'lfl
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The rate comparison shows that Veneta's price structure promotes conservation for all
consumers, levels, and types of use. The pricing likely tends to encourage conservation
mostly for residential customers that use less than 6000 gal/month) and commercial users.
The high rate, when compared to neighboring communities, provides financial incentive
especially for moderate income residents and commercial users to stay below the 6,000
gallons per month level and to perhaps implement indoor and outdoor conservation measures.
The 1990 census data showed that greater than 50.1 percent of the community households
were at or below the poverty level. Although the community has changed and matured from
that time, the nature of the community is not such that a considerable amount of disposable
income is available to most people. Sothe likelihood of significant water use or consumption
patterns changing are low. .

A higher rate would help conservation somewhat in the second level of residential use (over
6000 gal). However, there is evidence to suggest that residents who tend to use a lot of water
tend to live in larger houses and tend to have more elaborate landscaping. And, these types
of customers tend to be more affluent, less influenced by cost, and tend to use water less
discriminately. .,

Increasing block rate structures can cause. significant changes in revenue. Whatever rate plan
is adopted the City needs to ensure that a mechanism remains to ensure that sufficient
revenue comes kito the program to conti/iue to pay basic operation and maintenance
expenses.

690-86-140(2)(d)(F) Evaluate Reuse Opportunities.

The City completed construction of a new wastewater treatment facility in spring of 2002.
During summer months, treated water from the facility is used to irrigate a 117-acre poplar
plantation and the open and landscaped areas adjacent to the plant. The poplars are to be
harvested for commercial use. Treated effluent is used for treatment plant makeup and wash
down water. It is estimated that as much as 18,000 gallons per day of water is reused for
internal operations at the plant. .

The City is completing (fall 2003) new iron removal water treatment facilities as part of their
water system upgrade. The iron removal uses conventional sandJjltration.F=!lt~r backwash
water is collected in a tank that has the capacity to retain arid re-fllter as much as 30,000
gallons per day. After the solids remaining from the backwash process settle out-of solution,
the water is decanted and recycled back in to the raw water supply and treated tor domestic
use. This amount represents as much as 10-15% of demand on some days; ,The City,
expended over 55,000 dollars on this water recycle system. ;'<

Reuse of treated effluent for other purposes in Veneta such as inigation, is not feasible at this
time. A reuse program would require a high capital investment in storage, treatment, and
distribution facilities and a commitment to a higher level of operation and maintenance for the
wastewater management program. There is no industrial application, such,as cooling water, in
Veneta that would benefit from reuse .facilities.

The uses for recycled water in Veneta are limited to the water and wastewater treatment
plants, and the City is taking full advantage of those opportunities. Landscape irrigation on city
property is not appropriate because the level of treatment required for irrigation water that has

\\\,"'\j,g Weber Elliott Engineers, P. C.,.,\g,
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the potential to come into contact with humans, mandated by the Oregon Department of
Environmental Quality, is an extremely high standard. Any irrigation to a non";controlled sited,
such as at parks and on the "intersection", and shopping centers would require the high level
of treatment. The City has already invested in its treated effluent application area. An
investment in a storage and distribution system for landscaping and extended water reuse
would require an abandonment of the capital already invested in the land application areas
committed for wastewater managemeht. . .

690-86-140(2}(d) (G)
Evaluate any other conservation measures identified by the supplier that would
improve water use efficiency.

All measures identified by the City have been evaluated elsewhere in this document or the
previous plans. No other measures have been identified by the City at this time.

690-86-140(2}(a)(A)
Description and implerrientationschedule for an annual audit ofall water supplied.

The City primary auditing proc:ess consists of monthly produc:tion r~ports. The water tracking is
done by the Pub.Jic Works department. The basic rnethodologyc:onsists of comparing well
production logs to meter readings on a monthly basis. The monthly reports show unaccounted
for water. This is an ongoing practice. The City worksheet of the monthly audit is included as
an appendix,

690-86-140(2)(e)(0) .
Description ofa program to fully meter the ""aterse..vice system.

. , . .

As reported in the 1998 Water Master Plan, Veneta'swater system is fully metered, the City
has completed this program to retrofit existing connections. All new conn¢ctions to the system
are fully metereQ at thetime of installation~ .,.. . .

690-86-140(2}(e}(D)
Description of a regularly scheduled leak detection program for the transmission and
distribution system.

The City's.unaccounted for water is L1sually less thiln 10% of ""ater production, typically around
5%, according to monthlyfeports.. This iSll1ainly attributed to the program that investigated
and replaced leaking plastic service cqnnec:tions with copper tubiFl9 and new service taps.
This program brought the unaccounted for water rate <into conformance with state standards.

Occasionally, a spike in unaccounted for water occurs. The cause is investigated promptly.
Usually the cause is faulty meters. Soil types and the configuration of the water lines in
Veneta are such that leaks in the transmission main will typically surface and puddle and are
readily apparent. The City public works staff repairs any such leaks immediately and replaces
the leaking pipe with ductile iron pipe.

The City's procedure for monitoring unaccounted for water has produced an efficient system
that is in good repair. The system meets state standards and recommendations with regard to
leaks and unaccounted water.

Weber Elliott Engineers, P.C. \\, \'.jQ
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690-86-140(2)(e)(D)
Description of meter testing and maintenance program

The City has implemented an aggressive meter replacement program beginning in 1993. The
meters are replaced when the manufacturer's warrantee period expires ot at any time a
service connection is worked on. The City has replaced all meters so as to be touch read. The
City is in the process of standardizing the system. All meters that are broken or require service
are replaced.

690-86-140(2)(e)(D)
Description of a public education program, and implementation schedule, on efficient
water use.

A public education program is critical to any conservation program. The City's current
education program is modest. It incorporates a simple water conservation message with each
water bill. Educational pamphlets and fliers are made available in the front office of City Hall
(where many residents drop off payments). The City maintains a relationship with the
community news paper, West Lane News, and periodically assists with the publishing of
educational articles related to water'use and conservation: These measures encourage water
conservation and increase public awareness of water conseryation issues. The costs are
moderate and the City will continue these programs.

Several inexpensive programs are also available to the City. Typically, 80-90 % of outdoor
summer residential use is for landscape irrigation. Public education opportunities are available
to inform customers on methods· of how to improve irrigation efficiency. A City web page was
described in Section 690-86-140(2)(d) (C) as an educational incentive. The web page links
described give useful tips on lawn watering efficiency. .

The City shares a radio arid television market with the h,lrgerand' nearby Eugene Water and
Electric Board (EWES) and the Springfield Utility Board (SUB). Those large utility companies
air advertisements and public service announcements during summer to encourage water
conservation and efficient use. Veneta listeners benefit from these messages, but if Veneta
were to partner with the larger utilities and contribute to the message, it may have·more
influence on Veneta's residents.

All the items present~d in this document would require additional budgeting and planning
(staffing, delegation, etc) to implement. This process includes scheduling for budget
committee review, a City Council vote onthe implemehtationmeasure.After approval, the
items will be budgeted and planned. At that point implementation of the various measures will
begin. .

,,\\\\']97, Weber Elliott Engineers, P. C.
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CHAPTER3·

WA TER CURTAILMENT ELEMENT

The City must be able to maintain water delivery undEfr drought, natural disaster, source
contamination or other conditions that may contribute to an emergency water shortage.
Curtailment measures are designed to preserve water supplies in the event of a shortage and
ensure that delivery can be maintained. There are three levels of alert of differing severity that
trigger the curtailment measures. Chapter 3 describes the conditions of each level of alert and
the actions required at each level. .

The curtailment plan addresses temporary and sustained shortages. An emergency backup
supply plan was presented earlier. The City's curtailment actions focus primarily on public,
commercial, and residential landscape watering.

690-86-140(3)(C!J)
A description and magnitude of supply deficiencies within the past 10 years and'current
capacity limitation, including assessment of ability to mai!1tilin ~elivery during long-term
drought

The 1998 Water Master Plan documents the City's water supply geficiencies... The Plan states .
"1992 was the last time the City experienced a supply deficiency". In other words, that was the
last time the City imposed a curtailmentaction. In that c~se, the supply' deficiency was not
"severe" and the curtailment action was moderate. The City imposed lawn watering restrictions.
The public cooperation was good, and extensive enforcement was not necessary. The
restrictions were monitored by the staff of the Public Works Department.

Sinc~ 1998, no official curt~ilment actions have b~~n ti:lkem that rt;lqujred pLJblic participation.
However, in the !,ummerthe City often haltl:jirrjgation ()f pLJJ:>lic Ic;mdsc~ping vvht;ln, c;Iemand
outpaces production capacity. This is gemera:llysufficient toreg~in an adequate stored $upply.
If not for the supply deficiency, these areas would be irrigated. Hence, this is considered a form
of curtailment action and not a "conservation measure".

The City recognizes the need for additional's~urcecapacity to meet demand and to supply a
safeguard in the event of drought. The City is pursuing a. third production well. A well site study
has been selected and recommendations for supply development have been made. The City
will be in a position to address further l;iupply need!) as d~velopment occurs and the actual
production gained by the new well andtrea'rjJe~t plants are. in~orporated into the Plan.

690-86-140(3)(b)
List three or more stages of alert for potential or water service difficulties (water
shortages). .

~ ;;; .

• Level 1: Mild Alert Condition
• Level 2: Moderate Alert Condition
• Level 3: Severe Alert

These three levels are reviewed in the fpllowingsection.

Weber Elliott Engineers, P. c. \\05
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690-86-140(3)(c)
A description of pre-determined levels of severity or shortage or water service difficulties
that will trigger the curtailment actions under each stage of alert.

To initiate a curtailment action, the City Council must assemble and pass a resolution declaring
an alert condition and authorize staff to implement curtailment measures. .

Level 1 Mild Alert Conditions

This level of shortage can be expected to occur in a typical summer and therefore would be a
fairly common occurrence. A mild alert condition is experienced and declared when full
reservoir recovery cannot be achieved overnight. This occurs when or system demand is high
during the peak summer season or the city experiences the loss of a ~upply well. Public Works
staff initiates the actions required for a level 1 alert. .

Level 1 is also declared when a "drought" year is predicted. During such drought periods the
announcement of Level 1 curtailment actions will be repeated throughout the season.

Level 2 Moderate Alert Conditions·

Level 2 is declared When the water service reservoirs are unable to sustain a service level that
allows for full fire flow and emergency storage. For Veneta, this would be total reservoir storage
at less than half of existing capacity. Level 2 alert will also be declared when there is concern
that industrial water demands can not be sustained (loss of jobs) or agriculture. production will
be lost. .

Level 3 Severe Aleri

Level 3 alert is declared when the water service system is· in severe jeopardy. Such service
conditions might occurwhen well production is reduced to less than half of the demand,
during sustained drought, or when other severe water supply conditions exist. .

690-86-140(3)(d)
A description of specific stand-by water use curtailment actions for each stage of alert.,. ..' '. ,. . - . ,',. . . .

Level 1 Measures

During a Level 1 alert, the following measure will be implemented..
• The City will halt watering of public propertywhen waterdemand exceeds capacity.·
• Radio and newspaper public service announcements.

Generally, this is the first level of curtailrnent action. This step is taken at the discretion of the .
public works department. A level 1 implementation action saves from 20,000 to 200,000 gallons
per day or 20% of summer demand. This is usually sufficient to resf(Jre storage to a satisfactory
level during short-term, high-demand periods. . ... ... :

The Level 1 radio and newspaper public service announcementswill provide information
regarding the deficiency. An appeal will be made to water users to implement household
conservation measures that optimize water use. Residents will be encouraged to adopt a

",\\\\\7;:;;; Weber Elliott Engineers, P.C.\\\')'0,
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Ch[ r 3 - Water Curtailment Element
Page 3-3

landscape-watering schedule of every fifth day. Water use for vehicle cleaning and other non
necessary water uses will be discouraged.

Level 2 Measures

Moderate alert conditions will not occur in a typical year. The curtailment actions required for
Level 2 include:

• Landscape-watering restrictions (every 5th day watering for even-odd addresses)
• Prohibited car washing, pavement, and sidewalk washing
• Placement of notices of the alert on all service connections.
• Public service announcements and newspaper announcements.

Level 3 Measures

Level 3 measures implementation would include reinforcement and continued operation of all the
measures used in Levels 1 and 2.. The city will add a prohibition on outdoor watering, filling of
sWimming pools with city water, and possibly reduce service delivery pressure and limit all
extraneous water uses other than those required for public health.

~rng
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CHAPT~R4

LONGRANGE·
WA TER SUPPLY ELEMENT

690-86-140(4)(a)
A description of the water supplier's expected future service area and an extimate of
long-range water demand prpjectipns for 1Q-20 yei:ut; with supporting methodology
demonstrating compatibility with the local ~omprehensive lan(i Ut;e plant;.

The 1998 Water Master Plan provides a complete description of the expected service area
and estimates of long-range water demand.

690-86-140(4)(b)
A comparison of the projected water needs and system capacity and size and reliability
of water rights, permits or other current water supply contracts held

The Water Master Plan projects water needs find describes system capflcityand welter·
sources.

690-86-140(4)(c) (A) If future projections indicate that additional water will be required
within the next 20 years, include a comparison. between the potential sources pf
additional water, including conservation, reUtle, and interconnection with other· .
systems which considers costs, availability, reliability, and IH<ely environme~tal C.Ot;ts.

Future projections of demand indicate that supply will not meet demand. Growth will come
primarily in the residential sector. .Water use patterns and9haract~rii~~ion ofus~gethatare
described in Chapter 1 are assumed to remain relatively constant throughout the planning
period. . . ... .

The Water Master Plan, provided projections for population, service connections and water
demand. Tables 4.,.1 and 4-2 shown below are the basis for planning. The estimates are
based on the assumptions made in the Master Plan.

P I f & ServicesTABLE 41 F tu ure opu a Ion
Year ·1!:l97 :2010· 2020

Population 2,870 4,262 5,727

ru of Services 872 1,330 1,788

! I . . .'~ . .' '." .l

T bl 42 POt d W t D da e . rOJec e .. a ereman J :

Year 1990-1996 2010 2020

gpd gpm gpd gpm gpd gpm

Ave Day Demand (ADD) 357,000 248 588,000 408 791,000 549
Max Month (MMD) 597,000 415 984,000 683 1,322,000 918
Max Day Demand (MOD) 854,000 593 1,408,000 978 1,893,000 1,315
Peak Hour (PKHR) 1,708,000 1,186 2,817,000 1,956 3,786,000 2,629
gpd =gallons per day, gpm =gallons per minute

Weber Elliott Engineers, P. C.
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In Chapter 1, Water Description Element, the status of the City's supply wells was discussed.
The City's current maximum supply limit, taking into account well cap'acity and water rights is
678 gallons per minute. A comparison of values'in Table 4.2 shows that the City's maximum
day demand is close to, or has exceeded the available supply.' This is confirmed by
experience; the City typically implements some Level 1 curtailment measure during the
summer months. The City is pursuing an alternative source of supply. No other supply is
currently available.

Table 4.3 shows an estimate of the water savings that might reasonably be expected from
implementing the conservation measures as described. The estimates are based on the
measures presented in Chapter 2 of this document and apply to current consumption patterns.

f S .T bl 43 W t ca e . a er onserva Ion aVlngs
Overall Savings*

Conservation Measure % ..OPffi

Leak-Repair Proaram 0.0% 0
Low-Water-Use Landscaping

Residential : '10.0% 68
Public 2.8% 17
Commercial 1.0% 6

Incentives
Educational .0.0% 0
Reauiatorv 0.0% 0
Financial 2.1% 12

Rate _Structures 0.0% 0

Totai .15.9% '. ..103 .
* based on Maxlmum,Day Demand,gpm =gallons perminute

The conservation measures could be expected to yield similar savings of about 15% projected
through the planning period. Table 4A; shows projected del11and that incorporates water.
conservation measures. . ..." . .' ,

Year Current 2010 2020.

gpd gpm gpd gpm ','gpd ..... gpm
Max Day Demand (MOD) 725,900 504 1,196,800 831.3 1,609,050 1,118

gpd =gallons per day, gpm = gallons per minute

This shows that by implementing conservation measures, and when considering the new
treatment and storage capacity, Veneta could reduce its peak demand over the next few years
and perhaps relieve some pressure to regularly impose Level 1 curtailm~nt measures. The
growth rate in Veneta shows that at some point between 2003'imd 2010 Veneta will outgrow
its supply. ..

\W)Vfl Weber Elliott Engineers, P. C.
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690-86-140(4)(c) (B)
Include an estimated schedule for development of any new sources of water identified
in (A) above to meet the demand projections, and the criteria used to select the
source(s).

The Water Master Plan discusses a time schedule for development of additional increments of .
supply to meet projected demand. A new supply source is critical. Veneta is expected to
outgrow supply by 2010, even if conservation measures are implemented.

690-86-140(5)(a and (b)
Describe a proposed date for submittal of an updated Water Management and
Conservation Plan based on the proposed schedule for implementation of conservation
measures, other community planning activities, or expected changes in rate of growth,
etc., or an explanation of why an update is unnecessary and should not be required.

The schedule for submittal will be consistent with Division 86 rules which requires updated
plans every 5-years.

Weber E/liall Engineers, P. C. \~S\J&7
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